Introduction: form factors of proton
One of the main problem in hadronic physics is to extract the elemental non-perturbative physical quantities, such as: quantum number of hadrons, decay constant, form factor, parton distribution,distribution amplitude, GPD, GDA, etc.
The electromagnetic(EM) form factors of proton are two of them. By the symmetry,the non-perturbative EM current matrix element of proton can be decomposed as proton polarization parallel to proton momentum in the scattering plane.
by the one photon exchange approximation, there is relation E,E' the energies of initial and finial electrons
The measurements of at fixed and , can give us the ratio of the EM ffs. 
TPE in ep scattering
In literatures, four methods are mainly used to calculate the TPE correction, and also some modelindependent analysis or fitting are discussed. The results shows the TPE corrections to the ratio R by polarization method is positive and as large as +4% for and as large as +10% for at small . 2:the corrections to ratio R in polarization method: un-consistent at high and small . Also the form factors are modified. For high Q^2 and large , it shows surprising properties: the correction to is very large in this region. 
